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Q1 – Q21 contain Multiple Choice Questions and are therefore restricted
22. Sketch out a RelaxNG schema for the following snippet of XML to record simplified data of a veterinary clinic (minor syntax errors will be ignored):

```xml
<clientList>
  <client FirstName="Bob" LastName="Builder" age="19">
    <owns>
      <cat name="Kitty" age="1"/>
      <cat name="Katty" age="10"/>
    </owns>
  </client>
  <client FirstName="Bill" LastName="Pooter" age="45">
    <owns>
      <dog name="Colin" age="3" breed="Terrier"/>
      <cat name="Tiger" age="10" breed="Siamese"/>
    </owns>
    <caresFor>
      <dog name="Bento" age="4" breed="Shephard"/>
    </caresFor>
  </client>
  <client FirstName="Mary" LastName="Smiley" age="73">
    <caresFor>
      <cat name="Tilly" age="7"/>
      <dog name="Bruno" age="4" breed="Poodle"/>
      <cat name="Molly" age="5"/>
    </caresFor>
  </client>
</clientList>
```

(5 marks)

23. Briefly (in no more than 300 words) discuss the advantages and disadvantages of there being a range of different schema languages for XML documents. (6 marks)

24. Briefly (in no more than 300 words) discuss the following proposition: SQL and the relational model are a bad fit for the Web. (6 marks)

25. Briefly (i.e., 400 words), describe a modelling scenario where a *polypersistence* strategy makes sense (in particular, please state which data models are to be used, e.g., SQL and XML). Articulate the strengths and weaknesses of a such a strategy in your scenario. (6 marks)